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PhD SCIENCE® TEKS EDITION Energy ▸ Lessons 4–5

Lessons 4–5
Energy Indicators

Prepare
To begin investigating their questions from Lessons 1–3, students explore the Concept 1 Focus Question 
What is energy? Students then visit Energy Stations to explore energy-related phenomena, including 
light, sound, heat, motion, and electrical energy. In these stations, students observe patterns and 
identify indicators of the presence of energy. They use these indicators as evidence that energy 
is present.

Student Learning

Knowledge Statement
Light, sound, temperature change, and motion indicate the presence of energy in a system.

Objectives
 ▪ Lesson 4: Observe indicators of the presence of energy.

 ▪ Lesson 5: Classify indicators of the presence of energy.

Concept 1: Energy and Its 
Classifications
Focus Question

What is energy?

Phenomenon Question

How do we know energy is present?
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Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills Addressed
5.2D Analyze and interpret information to construct reasonable explanations from direct 

(observable) and indirect (inferred) evidence. (Addressed)

5.2F Communicate valid conclusions in both written and verbal forms. (Addressed)

5.3B Draw or develop a model that represents how something that cannot be seen 
such as the Sun, Earth, and Moon system and formation of sedimentary rock works 
or looks. (Addressed)

5.6A Explore the uses of energy, including mechanical, light, thermal, electrical, and sound 
energy. (Addressed)

English Language Proficiency Standards Addressed
3A Internalize new basic and academic language by using and reusing it in meaningful ways 

in speaking and writing activities that build concept and language attainment.

4C Develop basic sight vocabulary, derive meaning of environmental print, and comprehend 
English vocabulary and language structures used routinely in written classroom materials.

5G Narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail to fulfill content area 
writing needs as more English is acquired.

Materials

Lesson 4 Lesson 5

Student Science Logbook (Module Question Log) ●

Science Logbook (Lesson 4 Activity Guide) ● ●

Science Logbook (Lesson 5 Activity Guide) ●

Teacher Energy Stations (2 per station): hand-crank flashlight, pull back cars, portable radio with batteries, Snap Circuits® 
Green kit windmill (assembled), heat lamp, block of wood, sandpaper

● ●

Sentence strips ●

Preparation Set up Energy Stations. ● ●
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Lesson 5
Objective: Classify indicators of the presence of energy.

Launch  5 minutes 

Review the Phenomenon Question How do we know energy is present?

Ask students to discuss the following questions with a partner, drawing on their observations in the 
previous lesson (Lesson 4 Activity Guide).

 ►What examples of energy did you observe?

 ▪ The pull back cars had energy. When I pulled them back, they moved fast. 

 ▪ When I turned the flashlight crank and the light came on, I was using energy to turn the crank. 
I think the light was energy, too. 

 ►What patterns did you notice across different examples?

 ▪ I used my senses at all the stations. I saw light, heard sound, and felt hot air. 

 ▪ Things moved at most stations. The cars, flashlight crank, windmill blades, and sandpaper 
all moved. 

Tell students that because they observed so many differences in examples of energy, they will look for 
more patterns across their observations in this lesson.

Agenda
Launch (5 minutes)

Learn (33 minutes)

 ▪ Identify Examples of Energy 
(15 minutes)

 ▪ Classify Energy Indicators 
(13 minutes)

 ▪ Conceptual Checkpoint 
(5 minutes)

Land (7 minutes)
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Learn  33 minutes 

Identify Examples of Energy  15 minutes 

Ask students to share the indicators of energy they observed within the systems at each Energy Station 
and to explain, using evidence, why they thought energy was present. Remind students that energy 
is present when something happens (e.g., when an object moves, gets hotter, lights up, or makes a sound) 
and when something is required (e.g., electricity, muscles, batteries) to make something else happen.

As students provide examples and evidence, record each statement on a sentence strip.

Sample student responses:  

 ▪ Station 1: Hand-crank flashlight 
 – When I turned the handle on the flashlight, 
the light turned on. 

 ▪ Station 2: Pull back cars 
 – When I pulled back on the car, it moved 
and made a sound. 

 ▪ Station 3: Portable radio with batteries 
 – When I put in the batteries and turned 
on the radio, music played. 

 ▪ Station 4: Windmill model 
 – When I blew on the windmill blades, the light 
turned on. 

 ▪ Station 5: Heat lamp  
 – When I plugged in the heat lamp, the air 
around it got warmer. 

 ▪ Station 6: Wood block and sandpaper 
 – The faster I rubbed the sandpaper across the 
wood block, the warmer the block got. 

If students overlook important examples of energy, prompt with questions such as these: You observed 
sound with the radio; did you observe sound at any other stations? What happened when you removed 
the radio batteries? 

Classify Energy Indicators  13 minutes 

After students share all of their examples of energy, begin to classify the examples.

 ►Which examples have something in common?

 ►What patterns do you notice that connect some examples?

 ►What could we call each group?

Spotlight on Knowledge 
and Skills 
Although naming the forms of energy 
may help students discuss the concepts 
of energy transfer and transformation 
with more confidence in later lessons, 
their use of precise terminology at this 
point is not the goal of instruction.

Teacher Note
It is likely that students will use the word 
heat  to discuss the presence of thermal 
energy in stations 5 and 6. Heat  has 
many meanings in everyday language, 
but in science, heat  has a very specific 
meaning: Heat  is the transfer of energy 
from something warmer to something 
cooler (1E).

Through classroom discussions, model 
appropriate terminology. For example, 
students feel a temperature change 
in stations 5 and 6; they do not feel heat.

Differentiation
As needed, demonstrate how the objects 
from the stations work, or invite students 
to revisit the stations to gather their own 
evidence.
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As students share their ideas, arrange the sentence strips with their responses into categories and label 
each category. 

Sample categories: 

 ▪ Light: flashlight shines, LED lights up, light gets brighter 

 ▪ Motion of objects: crank moves, car moves, blades spin, sandpaper rubs, object moves faster 

 ▪ Temperature change: object gets hot, heats up, cools down 

 ▪ Sound: music plays, wheels turn, cars crash 

 ▪ Other: electricity, outlet, batteries, muscles  

Explain that it can be useful to classify indicators of energy into categories, such as sound, light, 
temperature change, motion of objects, and other indicators. Use these categories to update the 
description developed in Lesson 4 of how people know when energy is present.

English Language Development
Introduce the word indicator  explicitly, using the process outlined in the English Language 
Development section of the Implementation Guide. Break indicator  into the verb indicate  and 
suffix -or  and explore the Latin roots indic - and -ate . Discuss the meanings of indicator  in different 
contexts, such as an indicator light on a dashboard. Sharing the Spanish cognate indicar  may also 
be helpful.

Additionally, English learners may benefit from explicit introduction of other words in this lesson, 
such as object , temperature , light , sound , and electricity . Some students may also benefit from 
explicit introduction of the verb move. 

Begin an anchor chart to record students’ knowledge of energy.  Leave space for the class to add new 
knowledge in future lessons. Post the chart near the driving question board and anchor model 
so students can refer to all three visuals throughout the module. Have students add the indicators 
of energy to the anchor chart.

Differentiation
Some students may benefit from 
arranging their own sentence strips with 
energy examples, rather than watching 
someone else arrange sentence strips. Ask 
these students to copy the examples from 
sentence strips onto sticky notes, with 
one example per sticky note. Students 
can then manipulate the sticky notes 
to develop their own categories (5G).

Teacher Note
Although students cannot observe 
the presence of energy in electricity, 
batteries, and muscles, they should 
intrinsically know that energy is present.

At this point, students may not 
understand that electric current flows 
in wires from the wall, through the cord, 
and to the heat lamp, or that batteries 
and muscles store potential energy 
until it is needed. Students should not 
be expected to understand potential 
(or stored) energy, but they should see 
batteries as a source of energy.

Teacher Note
Consider recording information for 
the anchor chart in a way that is easy 
to reposition so that the class can revise 
and reorganize the chart as students’ 
thinking develops throughout the 
module. Some options are writing 
on sentence strips taped to the chart, 
writing on papers that stick to the chart 
with removable glue, or creating a digital 
chart (4C).
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Sample anchor chart: 

Energy

Energy is present when we observe something happening (moving objects, light, temperature change, sound) 
or when something helps make something happen (electricity, batteries).

Conceptual Checkpoint  5 minutes 

Ask students to use their new knowledge to write a response to the following question in their Science 
Logbooks (Lesson 5 Activity Guide). 

 ►What would our classroom be like if there were no energy?

Conceptual Checkpoint
This Conceptual Checkpoint assesses student understanding of the Concept 1 Focus Question What  
is energy? Students should demonstrate understanding of energy indicators in their responses.

Evidence

Student responses will vary, but look for evidence that they understand that without energy, the 
classroom would not have any indicators of energy (e.g., light, temperature change, motion, electricity, 
sound, or even batteries).

Next Steps

If students do not discuss missing indicators of energy in their responses, have them revisit the Energy 
Stations.

Land  7 minutes 

Ask students to use their observations of energy to reflect on the Concept 1 Focus Question What 
is energy? Work with students to develop a description and add it to the top of the anchor chart. 
Acknowledge that energy is difficult to define, but it helps people understand how things happen.

Differentiation
If students need support on this 
Conceptual Checkpoint, scaffold by 
asking similar questions that relate to the 
stations they visited.
 ▪ What would happen if the crank broke 

on the flashlight?
 ▪ What if the radio did not have 

batteries?
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Sample anchor chart:  

Energy

Energy is why things happen.

Energy is present when we observe something happening (moving objects, light, temperature change, sound) 
or when something helps make something happen (electricity, batteries).

Ask students whether their new understanding of energy indicators helps answer any of their questions 
under the Concept 1 Focus Question What is energy? While students listen to their peers, they can use 
nonverbal signals to indicate if they agree or disagree.

Revisit the list of related phenomena at the bottom of the driving question board. Ask students 
to Think–Pair–Share about how their new learning about energy may explain these phenomena. Lead 
a discussion to help students make appropriate connections.

 ►At the Energy Stations, when did things seem to have more energy or less energy? 

 ▪ The radio didn’t make any sound without the battery, so I don’t think it had energy without 
the battery. 

 ▪ I think the faster pull back cars had more energy than the slower ones. 

 ▪ When I cranked the flashlight quickly, the light was brighter. And when I blew hard on the 
windmill, the blades moved faster and the light was brighter. I think a brighter light has more 
energy than a dim light. 

Call attention to student responses that relate to speed, such as the speed of the windmill blades 
spinning, flashlight crank turning, cars moving, and sandpaper rubbing. Tell students that they 
may have found a pattern connecting speed and energy. Explain that if they can understand this 
relationship better, they may be able to harness more energy in certain situations.

In the next lesson, students will investigate the Phenomenon Question What is the relationship 
between energy and speed? Instruct students to record this question in the Module Question Log 
of their Science Logbooks. 

Teacher Note
Using a different color for each addition 
to the anchor chart helps students keep 
track of new information (4C).

Teacher Note
Keep Energy Station materials on hand 
during this discussion to support student 
use of specific evidence related to speed 
and energy.

Teacher Note
In subsequent lessons, continue directing 
students to record new Phenomenon 
Questions in the Module Question Log.




